curve of annual rainfall the period from 1847 to 1880, and the period
from 1911 to the close of 1930 clearly show periods of rainfall below
the mean for the entire period, while the intervening period from 1871
to 1910 shows marked excessive precipitation, especially during the two
decades from 1881 to 1900.
To reveal more clearly these periods of comparatively light and heavy
rainfall the annual amounts are presented as accumulated excesses or
deficiencies for each successive period of 10 years, above or below the
mean for the entire period. Similar well defined decades of excessive or
deficient rainfall are observed in the records of other islands of the
West Indies and in selected localities in the United States.
This study in rainfall distribution during the past 50 to 100 years
shows synchronous periods of two to three decades of heavy precipitation followed by periods of light rainfall over widely separated areas.
The chart of annual rainfall for Washington, for instance, shows a
decided and increasing deficiency during the past twenty years, culminating in the lightest annual precipitation of the past 100 years in 1930.
The decades from 1861 to 1890 show a marked excess above the normal
preceded by two decades of deficiency.
A further study of the geographical extent of synchronous trends over
the United States is being made.—Author's Abstract.
SOME N E W CLIMATIC MAPS OF NORTH AMERICA i

By CHARLES F . BROOKS, Clark University, Worcester, Mass.
In connection with the Koppen-Geiger Handbuch der Klimatologie project a number of new maps have been made by Clark University classes
in climatology and research assistants from new tables compiled by the
U. S. Weather Bureau and by the Milton Fund of Harvard University
through grants to Professor R. DeC. Ward. These with brief comment
are listed below.
1. Temperature distribution at sea level, January, March, May, July,
September, and November. With some 200 stations in the United States
these maps portray much more closely the temperature as varying with
latitude and distribution of land and water than did previous more generalized maps of the same sort. Earlier maps, for example, did not bring
out the striking warmth of the chinook-swept high plains of Wyoming
and Montana in contrast to the cold of North Dakota in winter.
2. Actual temperature distribution, January and July. The new
maps, based on a 46-year record for 200 stations in the United States
and for shorter records elsewhere, are more general than the 20-year
maps in the Atlas of American Agriculture, but represent a more stable
set of normals.
3. Mean annual range of temperature. No new United States map
of this important measure of continentality has been published since
1894.
4. Average absolute maximum and minimum temperatures. Though
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familiar with maps of absolute maxima and minima, each successive
edition showing greater extremes, we have not heretofore seen the distribution of the average of the highest and the average of the lowest
temperatures each year for the period of record. These show much better what extremes may be expected.
5. Wind roses and sea level pressure for January and July. Pressure and prevailing frequency of resultant wind maps have been published heretofore, but we have missed the information given by frequency wind roses and their relation to the average distribution of pressure. Prevailing wind maps show, for example, that the wind on the
north Atlantic seaboard is off-shore. The effect of the ocean, which is
appreciable in both temperature and rainfall distribution, is often forgotten in consequence. Wind roses, however, show that winds from the
ocean are by no means infrequent. The pressure distribution over the
continent as a whole, as shown by these new maps, is in some respects
quite different from the old. The January map shows a marked center
of high pressure in the extreme northwestern part of the continent with
a belt of low pressure separating it from the modest high of middle latitudes.
6. Rainfall. Fifty-year normals for 200 stations, and the annual
values for other long periods of about 200 more form the principal basis
for the United States portion of this new map. The data for Mexico,
Canada, and Alaska are for a much shorter period. In drawing the
isohyets for the United States the detail shown on Kincer's maps in the
Atlas of American Agriculture was used as a partial guide. While these
new maps cannot displace Kincer's excellent maps for comparisons of
rainfall in the United States, the amounts shown on these new maps are
closer to what may be expected in the long run than was possible from
the 20-year period used for the Atlas maps. New monthly rainfall maps
have been constructed only for the months January, Mjarch, May, July,
September, and Nbvember.
7. Days with rain. Annual maps of days with measurable precipitation have been made heretofore and the new map differs but little from
earlier ones. The new maps, however, of days with rain in January and
July emphasize interesting contrasts not fully appreciated from tables.
The great frequency of precipitation on the north Pacific coast, % of
the days of the month, and in the eastern portion of the Lake region and
western slope of the Appalachians, Vz to % of the days of the month,
stand out clearly. Even Florida has rainfall on % of the days of the
month, and the arid Southwest on more than
of the days. In July
the north Pacific coast and Lake region have relatively infrequent rains,
on only % of the days of the month. The Southeast, however, and places
in the Rocky Mountains have rain on V2 or more of the days.
8. Average noontime humidities, January and July. Since 1917,
when humidity observations at local noon were inaugurated by the
Weather Bureau, a body of data has grown up that now makes possible
some fairly detailed maps of midday humidity. The maps of 2 p. m.
humidities for a 5-year period, 1876-1880, published in the Atlas, were
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necessarily rather highly generalized. These new maps are superior
to those based on 8 a. m. or 8 p. m. relative humidities, 75th meridian
time, for we have a certain time of day represented, rather than a synchronous moment.
9. Average cloudiness, January and July. Days clear, days cloudy,
duration and per cent of the possible sunshine are all depicted in the
Atlas, but not the average cloudiness. New Weather Bureau tables make
it possible to fill this gap. The distribution of average cloudiness is not
the inverse of possible sunshine, especially in the arid Southwest, where
clouds are frequently thin enough to let bright sunshine through.
10. A new map of Koppen's climatic provinces is being made. Owing
to a modification of some parts of the climatic regions formula, certain
changes in boundaries from preceding maps are evident. In general,
however, differences are matters of detail—Author's Abstract.
BEHIND THE W E A T H E R MAP i

By C . C . C L A R K , U. S. Weather Bureau
"Behind the Weather Map" is the last of five motion picture films
taken by the U. S. Department of Agriculture to show different phases
of the work of the U. S. Weather Bureau. The project was started by
Prof. J. Warren Smith, who retired from the Bureau several years ago,
and who still enjoys good health at his home in Columbus, Ohio. The
first two films showed the aerological work of the Weather Bureau, including free-ballooning for meteorological purposes by the late C. LeRoy
Meisinger. The third film showed the frost forecasting work of the
Bureau. The fourth was on clouds. The new film tells the story of the
regular work of the Weather Bureau that leads to the daily weather
forecast. The observing, coding, telegraphing, decoding, mapping, and
forecasting are all shown. The growth of a day's weather map is
cleverly depicted by the successive appearance of numbers and symbols
at different places on the map and then by the more or less rocket-like
growth of isobars drawn by an invisible hand. The movement of the
rain area of a low across the country is shown not only by a series of
still pictures of maps at 12-hour intervals, but also by a motion picture
of the rain smear of a low. The rain smear is seen to enter the United
States in the west, and with changing size and shape flit like a shadow
across the country. Mr. R. H. Weightman is the forecaster in the picture, and Mr. W. E. Hurd the inquiring citizen who with a boy goes to
the Weather Bureau to see what is behind the forecast.
The Weather Bureau films may be borrowed from the U. S. Department of Agriculture in Washington, simply for a guarantee of safe
return and for the cost of transportation. A non-combustible type of
film is used.—C. F. B.
The preceding papers conclude the publication in the BULLETIN of the
abstracts and discussions of papers presented at the Washington meeting, May 4.
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